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When we presented Monster in 2004 we
thought we were throwing a pebble into a
lake but it was “a mountain into the ocean”.
A lot of Grivel competitors tried to “stop
the wave”, sometimes with rather
underhand means but the concept has stuck
and its users are becoming more and more
aware of its advantages.
A hot forged pick, following Grivel
tradition, with teeth at all angles, straight,
inverse, into holes and the smallest holds.
Monster’s blade and head have become a
single entity: the natural progression of the
shaft maintaining the thickness. This makes
for an extremely versatile tool that can be
wedged in between two columns of ice,

into hidden holes, in all the shapes and
forms that rock, ice and melted ice can
create. The neat rear with no adze or
hammer gives greater freedom in cracks
and using the tool back to front.
The cutting process using laser technology
is responsible for the shaft with multiple
grips for traction, for embeddment, for
swapping hands, for inventing new positions
and interpretations.
The flexible shaft allows for out of axis
traction and increases the ability of hooking
up in cracks.
On the other hand a rigid shaft means that
the axe must always be used following the
direction of the shaft itself, limiting the

potential for hooking up and consequently
the climbing technique itself.
A flexible shaft is a bit like a spring, needing
less real strength and grip it is less tiring
as the elastic spring back effect maintains
the blade’s hold just like a car’s suspension
springs that keep it anchored to the ground.
Dynamic movements can be also amplified
with the elastic spring back effect.
Just remember the progress made on
changing from rigid to flexible vaulting
poles!
Modern graphics and accessible prices for
those with limited funds typical of today’s
younger generation.
CE certification as a category 2 PPE.

A season with Monster

for more infos about MONSTER: www.grivel.com

Hot drop forged pick - Flexible shaft -Blade + head + shaft = same thickness - Accessible price

Did you climb Monster?...They did! Monster V.I.P. photo collection

Blade and head are natural progression of
the shaft maintaining the thickness

A flexible shaft is like a spring, like a
flexible vaulting poles

All the accepted rules about climbing equipment were
upset during the 2004-2005 season by Monster. Lots
of Grivel competitors tried to stop this stampede even
using underhand methods. But the concept was right
and today the less extreme X Monster has arrived.
The shaft is slightly straighter and the grip is better
for vertical walls – the Monster on the other hand was
perfect for overhangs – its multi-grip design lets the
climber’s imagination run wild. A thinner pick for
fragile ice. A shorter pick as the continuity between
pick and shaft can anchor in deep as there’s nothing
to stop the blade fitting in between two columns or in
narrow cracks. The flexible shaft that so many climbers
have recently discovered makes anchoring into cracks,
including non vertical ones, easier and safer. Just
remember the progress made on changing from rigid
to flexible vaulting poles! The rear is almost a hammer
shaped like “nuts”, ideal for anchoring and torqueing
in larger cracks on mixed terrain.
A hole in the shaft can be used to attach a leash. Tiny
anti slip claw at the end of the shaft.
Modern graphics and accessible
prices for those with limited funds
typical of today’s younger
generation.
CE certification as a category
2 PPE.

Another MONSTER in the family
X-Monster
STRAIGHTER SHAFT THINNER PICK FLEXIBLE SHAFT ACCESSIBLE PRICE

Thinner pick
for fragile ice

Confortable support
for the 2nd hand

Anti - slip claw

Straighter Shaft
angulated
for vertical
walls

Hole for leash

Nut for torqueing
on mixed terrain
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Made in Italy
Send us your MONSTER comments/photos - www.grivel.com
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Alpenland is the name given by the Germans to
describe the part of Europe surrounding the Alps:
22.000 square kilometres with a population of 18
million. The area covers about 2% of the whole
of Europe and contains territory belonging to
seven different countries: Austria 28%, Italy 26%,
France 25%, Switzerland 13%, Germany 3%,
Slovenia 3%, and Lichtenstein 2%. There are 82
mountains higher than 4000 metres.

The first traces of Man in the Alps go back to less
than one hundred thousand years ago: the plateaus
of Vercours in France, Coira in Switzerland and
Monfenera at the entrance of the Sesia Valley in
Italy. The Pleistocene glacial era virtually cancelled
out all traces of human settlement up until the
fourth and last glacial expansion, the “Wurmian”,
8-12 thousand years ago when Man reappeared
in the Alps in the form of the hunter Homo sapiens.

 Alpenland has evolved its own specific culture
over the centuries, adapting to the problems of
altitude, cold and snow that beset the inhabitants
of mountains. For centuries, Europe, birthplace
of western culture ignored its mountainous belly
button, considering it an obstacle to travel between
one place and another. The Enlightment and
Romanticism were to radically change this attitude
as the faraway peaks and terrifying precipices
became considered places of beauty and leisure.
Here is where Alpinism was born, its very name
comes from the Alps and it is here in the Alps
that we want to stay, maintaining our traditions,
keeping in touch with the mountains and the men
who challenge them.

Advantageous economic conditions can’t possibly
justify destroying an experience that has been
created slowly, nourished by snowy peaks and
shaping the hands and intellect of men for
generations; men whose first thoughts in the
morning flew to the mountains and last thoughts
before falling asleep in the evenings to the tools
to challenge them. In short: we will not trade our
soul for profit or lose it by transferring it to another
country. We know full well that our soul can’t be
moved to a place where you can’t see Mont Blanc,
where people you meet are unable to understand
the difficulties in the mountains, who consider
climbing to be a waste of time. There’s certainly
no other place that can produce such inspirational
tools and where progress can lead us to pursue
new challenges.

We want to maintain our traditions, keeping in touch with our mountains and the men who challenge them.
We will not trade our soul for more profit or loose it by transferring it to another country.

Alpenland

Of course there are new technologies and
machines that can improve some
manufacturing processes but that’s exactly
what we are trying to say: machines are
designed and conducted by men and these
men have to know how and why the tools
will be used: so that the tools are not just
highly resistant but also contain the very
soul of the people making them. This is the
“added value” that comes from production
in the mountains. And this is what we don’t
want to lose and we think that our clients
shouldn’t lose either.

Grivel always keeps a close eye on new
developments. We were the first in the world
to use steel alloys containing Ni-Cro-Mo for
crampons and ice axes in 1939. The first pair
of the legendary 2F crampons were produced

in 1984 using Laser technology (other
manufacturers have now discovered it) ideal
for producing limited series and keeping
costs down on small scale production. We
were among the first to use carbon fibre for
ice axe shafts (at one stage abandoned by
everybody and every now and then re-
discovered by the odd manufacturer).
Grivel’s first curved shaft presented in 1986
was made in carbon fibre.

This doesn’t mean though
that we’ve forgotten the technology as in
2004 we presented the first ever “wooden”
shaft to obtain CE certification overcoming
the extremely strict norms regulating its
power of resistance: the “carbonwood”. This
was feasible by reinforcing the wood with
internal layers of carbon fibre creating a shaft

that is fairly lightweight, extremely resistant,
insulated electrically and thermally that can
withstand impacts as the wood acts as a
protection to the carbon fibre and is extremely
pleasant to hold as it gives an overall
impression as being made out of wood. It is
a good example that there are no universal
solutions but that each specific problem can
be resolved by adopting specific
technologies. 

New Technologies

Numerous trials have been undertaken
through the years looking for a process that
creates similar characteristic to that of hot
forging: highly imaginative processes from
die casting that produces products whose
appearance is perfect but unpredictable from
a mechanical point of view
as the fibres are arranged in a purely casual
way, to the so called “cold forging” that
describes something non-existent. It’s a
process involving cold pressing that claims
to give the same results of real forging but
seeing as the latter process is performed with
real heat it is inevitably claiming non-existent
characteristics. Consequently a hot drop
forged head will be stronger as its thickness
varies according to where it is needed most,
it will be better looking due to this varying
thickness unlike a sheered metal blade, it
will be lighter as it is reinforced only where
needed and it will be better balanced as every
component is the right weight in the right
place and you can feel the difference.
It will also be a bit expensive but it’s well
worth the difference. Grivel’s 150 years of
experience has perfected its technology so
that the price/quality ratio remains extremely
fair.

False Forging

Another important aspect with regards to the
mountains is product quality management; Grivel
prides itself in being the pioneer and always up-
to-date in this area.
Our fathers and grandfathers must have dealt
efficiently with these problems in the past as the
knowledge and experience accumulated over the
years guaranteeing the quality of production and
in fact lots of clients still trust us on this basis. Of
course one of the major advantages of working at
the base of Mont Blanc is the unique testing ground
so near to hand: just step out of the factory and
start striking blows on ice!
Quality Management System Iso 9001
During the 1980s the idea of giving products a
guarantee was born. In 1992 Grivel, the first in its
field, decided to use GS Sichereit Gepruften of
TÜV from Munich to certify products. This
guaranteed the consistency between our products,
what clients expected and what the company
promised. This is what “quality” really stands for:
customer satisfaction with the promises made.
Today there are management systems and
techniques that are implemented within a company
using a “quality management system” that, if used
correctly, can ultimately result in a “quality system
certification” by an external official body (for
example TÜV) according to the ISO norms,
International Organisation for Standardisation, the
only officially recognised body at a global level.

This is the reason why we started to introduce a
business quality management system in 1994. In
1996 we were finally awarded, another first in our
field, the ISO9001 quality system certification.

One might ask why bother making life more
complicated with an outsider coming once a year
to stick his nose in Grivel to check that we know
what we’re doing and have been doing for the last
200 years? The answer is easy: because we’re now
in the 21st century and our market is the whole
world. When a company decides to go global and
sell all over the world then it must take on board
the rules of globalisation and those of international
commerce. It’s not enough just to accept and
implement them without cheating (you’d be
discovered straight away), your global partners
need to have the guarantee that what you’re
promising in terms of quality, deadlines and prices
is maintained.

Quality Management
System ISO 9001

Research & Development: 3D/Cad Cam System

D u a l  d e n s i t y  r u b b e r  o v e r m o l d e d

Antibulling device  special plastic injection

It is also important to remember that some
technologies are unbeatable for obtaining the best
possible mechanical characteristics: hot forging is
emblematic in this case.

When Oskar Eckenstein, the famous inventor of
crampons, stepped into the Grivel’s smoky
workshop in “Les Forges” in Courmayeur in 1909
the family was already renowned among alpinists
for the quality of their ice axes. The story goes that
old Henry, controversial and always ready to take
the mickey, used to convince even the most wary
clients of the strength of his tools were by striking
them on the huge block of granite outside his
workshop. But where did this strength and above
all this self confidence come from? Precisely from
the technique of hot drop forging, exactly the same
that produced the blades of the Sword of Damocles
and of Toledo, world famous for their superior
strength.

Steel doesn’t have the cold and uniform
characteristics that we usually give it but is instead
groups of molecular chains that line up and

distribute themselves according to lines of force
that create the strength of the piece of “iron”. A bit
like fibres in wood that we’re used to seeing and
choosing according to their natural formation to
get the best possible stamina. The huge advantage
of steel is that it can be shaped to how we want it
when it is heated to “cherry red” temperature (about
950°C). At this point it can be modified through
being beaten to align its fibres according to the
lines of force needed to obtain the maximum
strength in the direction that we want: for example
following the length of an ice axe’s blade.

To summarise: the fibres in steel are internally
aligned in a random sequence, these can be re-
aligned in which ever direction we want when the
steel is heated to a certain temperature and then
“ironed out” by beating it and forcing it into the
desired alignment. This operation, followed up by
heat treatment (what was once known as
“tempering” that fixed permanently the internal
structure), is precisely known as “hot forging”. It
is how the best characteristics and the desired form
are obtained from steel.  No other process has ever,
and ever will, better this one: quiz a specialist in
metallurgy and he’ll confirm it.

Hot Drop Forging

Impact test special machinery testing the
 front points of crampon

M a i n  F a c t o r y  i n  C o u r m a y e u r Headquarters at the foot of Mont Blanc Grivel North East factory, Dolomites area

The real quality can only come out from the sparks of the hot drop forging

“Cherry red” steel beaten to align its fiber

Final drop forging of an ice axe head I c e  a x e  h e a d  h o t  d r o p  f o r g e d C r a m p o n s  e n t e r i n g  i n t o  t h e
o v e n  f o r  t h e  h e a t  t r e a t m e n t

Environmental
Management System
ISO 14001
But it is a never ending story and consumers are
becoming more and more fussy, attentive and
interested in being part of the constantly changing
society and its requirements: Man’s need to make
the best of himself and respect for the environment.
Once again first in our field we implemented an
environmental management system obtaining
environmental certification ISO 14001 in 2003.
This guarantees that we work paying maximum
attention to our territory, choosing solutions with
the least impact, working towards a sustainable
form of development and trying to spread the
concept to our suppliers and clients. We’ll study
products to minimise consumption and waste,
taking into consideration their entire life cycle up
to recycling and choosing environmentally friendly
technologies.
All this involves a huge commitment that is
impossible to manage thousands of kilometres
away even with today’s means of communication.
We think that you have to be able to see what
going on really and not virtually.
And so reality can only be here, in Alpenland. 

1924 Henry Grivel into his smoky workshop
in Courmayeur


